Chapter 45 Hematopoiesis and Hematopoietic Failure
aggressive disease, these cases have been reclassified with therapyrelated AML and treated accordingly (see Chapter 46).
Clinical Presentation
Most patients with MDS are referred for evaluation of an incidental finding of peripheral cytopenias. Symptomatic patients
usually exhibit findings related to the secondary effects of cytopenias: bleeding and bruising caused by thrombocytopenia,
infection caused by leukopenia, or fatigue and dyspnea related to
anemia. Physical examination is usually unremarkable, although
25% or more of patients may have splenomegaly. In some patients
with MDS, development of skin lesions with fever (i.e., acute
febrile neutrophilic dermatosis [Sweet’s syndrome]) may herald
the transformation of MDS into acute leukemia.
The disease course of MDS varies widely. Some patients may
live normal lifespans, but most die prematurely of cytopeniarelated complications, marrow failure, or evolution to AML.
Median survival is usually less than 2 years.
Diagnosis and Differential Diagnosis
Dysplasia of myeloid hematopoietic cells is evident in the
blood and marrow of MDS patients. Review of the peripheral
blood smear may show characteristic morphologic abnormalities in addition to cytopenias. Erythroid cells are usually
macrocytic, often with basophilic stippling. Neutrophils are
often hypogranular and hypolobulated, with a characteristic
bilobed nuclear morphology called pseudo-Pelger-Huët abnormality. This anomaly should be anticipated when automated
differential cell counts report unusually large numbers of
bands.
The bone marrow in MDS is usually normocellular or hypercellular, although 10% of patients may have a hypocellular
marrow. Dysplastic changes usually occur in all three cell lines.
Erythroid cells appear megaloblastic, with multinucleated cells
or asynchronous nuclear-cytoplasmic development. Extremely
small micromegakaryocytes and agranular megakaryocytes also
may be seen. The myeloid series shows poor maturation with a
left shift to earlier hypogranulated myeloid forms. Although elevated numbers of myeloid blasts are common, increasing blast
numbers indicate progression to acute leukemia. Electron microscopy of the marrow shows cellular changes (i.e., prominent
nuclear chromatin, cytoplasmic vacuoles, and blebs) characteristic of increased apoptosis (see E-Fig. 45-4).
The natural history and treatment of some MDS subtypes correlate with specific cytogenetic abnormalities, and careful molecular studies of the marrow should be performed during the initial
evaluation. For example, MDS cases associated with deletion of
the short arm of chromosome 7 (7p−) or complex cytogenetic
abnormalities such as monosomy 7 or trisomy 8 often have poor
clinical outcomes. MDS with an isolated deletion in the long
arm of chromosome 5 (i.e., 5q− syndrome) can have a wellcharacterized clinical course. Patients are predominantly older
women with a refractory macrocytic anemia, normal or elevated
platelet counts, and an overall better clinical prognosis. These
patients often live for several years with intermittent red blood
cell transfusions and have a low risk of leukemic transformation.
Multiple or complex cytogenetic aberrations carry a worse
prognosis.
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Although one third to one half of patients with cytopenia and
myeloid dysplasia have diagnostic clonal cytogenetic abnormalities in marrow cells, the marrow karyotype is normal in many
cases. For these patients, the diagnosis of MDS should be one of
exclusion after other potential causes of marrow failure and pancytopenia have been evaluated (see Table 45-3). MDS should
never be diagnosed in acute disease states, during chronic hospitalization, or within 6 months of known myelotoxic therapy (e.g.,
irradiation, chemotherapy). Causes such as vitamin B12 or folate
deficiency, alcohol use, and human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) infection should be considered. A patient with possible
MDS and hypocellular bone marrow must be evaluated for AA.
Consistent cytopenia in one or more myeloid lineages, no other
obvious causes, and dysplasia of at least 10% of myeloid marrow
cells or 5% to 19% of blast cells should be considered MDS.
In the past, MDS was classified based on dysplastic marrow
morphology and percentage of blasts as one of five subtypes:
refractory anemia (RA), refractory anemia with ringed sideroblasts (RARS), refractory anemia with excess blasts (RAEB),
refractory anemia with excess blasts in transformation (RAEBT),
and chronic myelomonocytic leukemia (CMML). Later, these
five subtypes were expanded to eight subtypes, with recognition
of multilineage dysplasia as an important feature (e.g., refractory
cytopenia with multilineage dysplasia, refractory cytopenia with
multilineage dysplasia and ringed sideroblasts) and the reclassification of CMML as myeloproliferative-myelodysplastic syndrome (Table 45-5). MDS with an isolated 5q− cytogenetic
abnormality was established as a distinct clinical syndrome. Evidence of marrow dysplasia after prior chemotherapy, radiation
therapy, or other myeloablative therapy is considered therapyrelated AML. Although MDS patients with refractory anemia
and excess blasts or refractory cytopenias with multilineage dysplasia usually fare poorly, morphologic classification of MDS correlates only approximately with overall survival.
Treatment
Insights into the pathophysiology of ineffective hematopoiesis
characterizing MDS has led to several therapeutic options for this
disease. Individualized therapy is based on the patient’s preference, performance status, disease biology, and prognostic risk
category.
Transfusions and Growth Factors
Most patients with MDS are elderly individuals who may not
tolerate or desire aggressive intervention without hope of cure.
Asymptomatic individuals who have disease at low risk for
disease transformation or progression and are transfusion independent are typically observed expectantly. Those with symptomatic anemia and thrombocytopenia can often be treated
supportively with chronic red blood cell and platelet transfusions
to maintain quality of life.
One complication of chronic transfusion therapy is iron overload caused by the delivery of between 200 and 250 mg of iron
with each unit of transfused red blood cells. Excess iron is stored
in macrophages and eventually accumulates in the hepatic parenchyma, myocardium, skin, and the pancreas, leading to secondary
hemochromatosis or transfusional iron overload. Clinical symptoms include liver dysfunction, heart failure, hyperpigmentation,

